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Combinatorics of Inductively Factored Arrangements 
MICHEL JAMBU AND L tns  PARIS 
A real arrangement of hyperplanes i  a finite family .~/of hyperplanes through the origin in a 
finite-dimensional real vector space V = R( 
A real arrangement d of hyperplanes i said to be factored if there exists a partition 
/ ' /= (H1 . . . . .  //,) of M into I disjoint subsets uch that the Orlik-Solomon algebra of ~ factors 
according to this partition. A real arrangement d of hyperplanes i  called inductively factored 
if it is factored and there exists a hyperplane H e ~ such that the arrangement obtained by 
removing H from ~ and the arrangement on H consisting of all intersections of elements of 
- {H} with H are both inductively factored. 
A chamber of z~ is a connected component of the complement of ~t. For a fixed base 
chamber, we may define a partial order on the set of chambers according to their combinatorial 
distances from the base chamber. Given an inductive factorization/7 = (1/1 . . . . .  /7,) and a base 
chamber Co, we define the counting map of ~ with respect o Co as a morphism from the poset 
of chambers to the poset {0,1 . . . . .  I//11} ×.  • • × {0,1 . . . . .  IHll}. We prove that, for a suitable 
base chamber, the counting map is a bijection, the poset of chambers is a lattice, and its 
rank-generating function has a nice factorization. 
We consider the dual decomposition of the sphere of V induced by ~.  We prove that, if z~ is 
inductively factored, then this cellular decomposition can be viewed as a decomposition of the" 
boundary of the/-cube ]0, [//~l[ X... × ]0, )//t[[ by cubic cells. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field and let V be a vector space over K. An arrangement ofhyperplanes 
in V is a finite family z~ of hyperplanes of V through the origin. An arrangement ~ of 
hyperplanes i said to be real (resp. complex) if K = R is the field of real numbers 
(resp. if K = C is the field of complex numbers). 
With an arrangement ~ of hyperplanes, one can associate a graded torsion-free 
Z-algebra A(z~), called the Orlik-Solomon algebra of ~. If ~ is a complex 
arrangement, then A(~0 is isomorphic to the cohomology algebra of the complement 
of ~ (see [9]). The Poincar~ polynomial Poin(~, t) of M is the Poincar6 polynomial of 
A (,.~), namely, 
Poin( , t)-- dim(A"( )r. 
n=0 
We refer to [8] and [11] for good expositions on the theory of arrangements of
hyperplanes and, more precisely, on Orlik-Solomon algebras. 
Let ~ be a real arrangement of hyperplanes. A chamber of ~ is a connected 
component of V -  ([..JH,aH). We denote by ~¢(~¢) the set of chambers of ~ .  For 
C, D ~ ~(z~), we denote by 5e(C, D) the set of hyperplanes of ~ which separate C and 
D. For a fixed chamber Co e ~(z~), we partially order ~g(~) by 
C <~ D if ~( Co, C) c_ ~( Co, D ). 
c¢(~) provided with this order is denoted by P(~,  Co). It is a ranked bounded poset of 
finite rank, where rank(C) = 15e(Co, C)l for C e c¢(~/). Its smallest element is Co and 
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its greatest one is the chamber -Co opposite to Co. The rank-generating function of 
P(~, Co) is 
~'(P(~, Co), t)= ~: t 'a°k(c). 
The poset P(~t, Co) has been introduced and investigated by BjSrner, Edelman and 
Ziegler [1, 2]. 
Let .~ be a real arrangement of hyperplanes. If ~ is either a supersolvable 
arrangement or a Coxeter arrangement, then there exist some integers b , , . . . ,  b~ and a 
chamber Co e ~(~)  such that the Poincar6 polynomial of ~ factors as 
I 
Poin(~, t) = YI (1 + b,t) (1) 
i=1 
(see [16] for supersolvable arrangements and [10] for Coxeter arrangements), the 
poset P(~, Co) is a lattice (see [1]), and the rank-generating function of P(~, Co) 
factors as 
I 
~'(P(,~, Co), t) = I-[ (1 + t +- . .  + t b,) (2) 
i=1 
(see [1] and [13] for supersolvable arrangements and [14] for Coxeter arrangements). 
Therefore, it is natural to ask whether there exists some relation between the 
Poincar6 polynomial of a real arrangement ~ and the poset P(~t, Co) for some 
suitable chamber Co e g(~),  and whether there exist other arrangements with such 
properties. 
There is a class of arrangements of hyperplanes called free arrangements, introduced 
by Terao [17], and which contains upersolvable arrangements (see [6]) and Coxeter 
arrangements (see [18]). If M is a free arrangement, then there exist some integers 
ba . . . . .  bt such that the Poincar6 polynomial factors as (1) (see [17]). However, if ~t is 
a free real arrangement of hyperplanes, then there does not necessarily exist a chamber 
Co e g(M) such that the rank-generating function of P(~, Co) factors as (2); Terao [19] 
has found that the arrangement A4(17) from GrUnbaum's list [4] is a counterexample. 
Let ~ be an arrangement of hyperplanes. The intersection lattice of ~ is the 
geometric lattice 
ordered by reverse inclusion. V = f"lH~eH is the smallest element of ~(~)  and 
f ' IH~H is its greatest one. For X e ~(~),  we set 
~x=IHe~IH=__X}, sgX=lHnXlHes~-~x}. 
A partition H = (/-/i .... ,/-/t) of ~ into l disjoint subsets i called independent if, for 
any choice of hyperplanes Hi E Hi (i = 1 . . . .  , I), the rank of HI N . • • A Ht is exactly I. 
If X e .~(~/), then /7 induces a partition /-/x of ~/x the blocks of which are the 
non-empty subsets Hi N ~x. The partition/7 isa factorization (or a nice partition) if 
(I) /Tis independent; 
(2) if X e .LP(.~¢) - {V}, then/Tx has at least a block which is a singleton. In particular, 
one of the blocks/7,, isa singleton. We say that ~/is factored ff ~ has a factorization. 
Factored arrangements have been introduced and investigated byJambu, Falk and 
Terao [3, 21]. Supersolvable arrangements are factored (see [5, 20]). 
The homogeneous component A'(z~t) of degree 1 of the Orlik-Solomon algebra 
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A(M) of an arrangement M can be viewed as a free Z-module spanned by the 
hyperplanes of M. For ~_  M, we denote by B (~) the submodule of A 1 (d )  spanned by 
the hyperplanes included in ~. The following theorem is due to Terao [21]: 
THEOREM 1.1 (Terao [21]). Let ~ be an arrangement of  hyperplanes. Let I I  = 
(II1, . . . , //t) be a partition of  ~. The Orl ik-Solomon algebra of  ~, viewed as a graded 
Z-module, factors as 
A(d)  = (Z • B(//1)) ®. - .  ® (Z (~ B(//t)) 
iff 1-I is a factorization. 
COROLLARY 1.2 (Terao [21]). Let M be a factored arrangement of  hyperplanes. Let 
111 = (//1, . . . , l-It) be a factorization of  s4. Then: 
(1) the PoincarE polynomial of  d factors as 
l 
Poin(d, t) = 1-[ (1 + I//Jl t); 
i= l  
(2) the multiset {111111 . . . . .  I//tl} depends only on d ;  
(3) for X E :~(,d), 
rank(X) = I{i [ ~ n ~x  ~ O}1. 
In particular, I is the rank of  M. 
Let d be a factored arrangement of hyperplanes and let H = (/-/1,//2 . . . . .  Ht) be a 
factorization of ,d. We say that a hyperplane Ho E M is distinguished i f / / induces  a 
factorization / / '  of d '=  ~t -  {Ho}; namely, the non-empty subsets Hi n ~¢' form a 
factorization of d '  (note that ~ O d '  - - /1 /¢ ~ if Ho~ Hi). Given a distinguished 
hyperplane Ho E 1111, we write -/Zi' = {H n H0 [ H e// i} for i = 2 . . . . .  I. In this paper we 
prove the following result (see Proposition 2.1): 
1-1" = ( FI~', . . . .  IZ() is a factorization of d"  = d no. 
A factorization H = (HI . . . . .  Ht) of an arrangement d of hyperplanes is said to be 
an inductive factorization if there exists a distinguished hyperplane H0 e ~¢ such that 111' 
is an inductive factorization of ~ '= ~t -  {H0} and //" is an inductive factorization of 
d"  = dHo. We say that ~t is inductively factored if d has an inductive factorization. 
A factored arrangement is not necessarily inductively factored; for example, the nine 
planes in C 3 which satisfy the equation (x 3 -  y3)(x3- z3)(y 3 -  z 3) = 0 form a factored 
arrangement which is not inductively factored. Nevertheless, we do not know any 
arrangement M of hyperplanes in a real vector space which is factored and not 
inductively factored. Supersolvable arrangements are inductively factored. 
In this paper we prove the following results: 
(1) Inductively factored arrangements are free (see Proposition 2.2). 
(2) Let d be an inductively factored arrangement of  hyperplanes in a real vector 
space. Let / /=  ( / /1 , . . . , / / t )  be an inductive factorization of  d.  There exists a chamber 
Co E ~(~)  such that P(M, Co) is a lattice (see Theorem 5.1) and its rank-generating 
function factors as 
I 
~'(P(~, Co), t) = I ]  (1 + t + . . .  + t tn'l) (see Proposition 3.4). 
i= l  
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We do not know if (1) and (2) hold for any factored arrangement of hyperplanes. 
An arrangement ~t of hyperplanes i  essential if f -~  H = {0}. Let ~t be an essential 
arrangement of hyperplanes in an l-dimensional real vector space V = R t. We provide 
V with an arbitrary scalar product. Let $t-1 denote the unit sphere. The arrangement ~t 
determines a cellular decomposition (defined in Section 4) of $H,  called the dual 
decomposition of $t-~ induced by 
In this paper we prove the following result (see Theorem 4.2): 
I f  ~ has an inductive factorization H = (111, . . . ,  ~) ,  then S t-1 can be viewed as the 
boundary 012 o f  the l-cube 
a --- ]0, I//11[ x . . .  x ]0, I~1[, 
and each cell o f  the dual decomposition o f  S H = Ol~ has the fo rm 11 x . • • x It, where for  
i = 1 . . . .  , l, either/i = {ai} (at e N) or It = ]a, b~[ (a,  bi e N). 
In [13], Salvetti associated with a real arrangement ~t of hyperplanes a cellular 
complex Sal(s~) and proved that Sal(~t) has the same homotopy type as the 
complement M(~c) of the complexification of ~. From the dual decomposition of S t-1 
induced by ~t, we define a cellular decomposition of the (dosed) unit disk B t by 
attaching an /-cell to S t-l. For every chamber C e c¢(~t), we fix a copy B(C) of B t 
provided with this decomposition. The complex Sal(.~ r) can be defined by 
where - is an equivalence relation which, for each pair (C, D) of chambers, identifies 
some cells of B(C) with their corresponding cells of B(D). Therefore, Theorem 4.2 
may certainly be used to investigate the homotopy of the complement M(~tc) of the 
complexification of an inductively factored arrangement 
Let ~t be a real arrangement of hyperplanes. Assume that ~t has a factorization 
/ I  = (//1 . . . . .  ~).  For C, D e ~(~) and i e {1,. . . ,  l}, we set ~(C, D) = 5e(C, D) tq ~.  
For b e N, we write [b] = {0, 1 , . . . ,  b}. The counting map of ~t with respect to a 
chamber Co e ~(~) is the morphism if(H, Co) of ranked posets defined by 
4(/7, Co): e(~t, Co)---, [I//11] x . . .  x [1~1] 
C~ (l~(Co, C) I , . . . ,  I~(Co, C)I), 
where [I//11] x . . .  x [I/-/ll] is partially ordered by 
(al . . . .  , at) ~ (bl . . . . .  bl)  i f  al <~ bl . . . .  , at <~ bt, 
and, for (al, • • •, at) e [I/711] x- . .  x [I//~l], 
rank(a1,.. . ,  at) = al + ' "  • + at. 
Note that, in general, the counting map ~b(//, Co) is not an isomorphism of ranked 
posets, even if ~b(H, Co) is a bijection; two chambers C and D may be not comparable 
even though their images are comparable. 
Let H = (//1 . . . . .  //t) be a factorization of ~.  We say that H is a hyperfactorization if 
there exists a chamber Co e cg(,~t) such that ~b(//, Co) is a bijection. We say that ~ is 
hyperfactored if ~t has a hypeffactorization. 
In this paper we prove the following result (see Theorem 6.1): 
Inductively factored real arrangements are hyperfactored. 




Most of the results on inductively factored arrangements mentioned above are 
actually proved for hyperfactored arrangements. We do not know any real arrange- 
ment M which is hyperfactored and not inductively factored. In fact, we introduce this 
notion of 'hyperfactorization' for technical reasons: indeed, in order to prove that 
inductively factored arrangements are hyperfactored, we need several pre.liminary 
results on hyperfactored arrangements (Propositions 3.1-3.5, Proposition 4.1, Theorem 
4.2 and Lemmas 6.2-6.5). So, all results stated in this paper for hyperfactored 
arrangements hold for inductively f~ctored arrangements. 
EXAMPLE. Let M be the arrangement in R 3 shown projectively in Figure 1 (M 
contains the 'line' at infinity). Set -/-/1 = {HI,/-/3, H4}, /72 = {HE,/-/5,/-/6} and /73 = {HT}. 
Then /7= (I-I1,/72,/7~) is a factorization of M. One can easily verify that H~ is 
distinguished in M, HE is distinguished in ~t - {HI}, /-/3 is distinguished in ~t - {//1, H2}, 
and so on. Hence, /7  is an inductive factorization. 
The adjacency graph of ~ is defined to be the graph the vertices of which are the 
chambers of ~t, and where two chambers are joined by an edge if they are adjacent 
(see Figure 2). From this graph, one can verify that 4,(/7, Co) is a bijection from cO(M) 
to [3] x [3] x [1], and thus /7 is a hyperfactorization. Moreover, P(M, Co) is a lattice 
and 
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FIGURE 3 
We set £2 = ]0, 3[ × ]0, 3[ × ]0, 1[. The dual decomposition of S 2 = al2 induced by ~ is 
shown in Figure 3. 
Our work is organized as follows. 
In Section 2 we mainly prove that, if ~ is a factored arrangement of hyperplanes and 
Ho E ~ is distinguished, then ~"= ~Hois factored too (see Proposition 2.1). We also 
prove that inductively factored arrangements are free (see Proposition 2.2). 
In Section 3 we prove several results on hyperfactored arrangements. In particular, 
we characterize the chambers Co e qg(~t) such that 4'(11, Co) is a bijection (see 
Corollary 3.3), we prove there are 2 ra"k(~ of them (see Corollary 3.2), we prove that, 
for such a chamber Co, the rank-generating function of P(~t, Co) factors as 
l 
~'(P(~, Co), t) = I-I (1 + t + . . .  + t ~l) 
i=1 
(see Proposition 3.4), and, if C is a chamber of a hyperfactored arrangement ~t, then C 
has at most 2 rank(s~) - 1 walls (see Corollary 3.6). 
In Section 4 we prove that the dual decomposition of the sphere S 1-~ induced by a 
hyperfactored arrangement can be viewed as the decomposition of the boundary al2 of 
the/-cube 12 described above (see Theorem 4.2). 
In Section 5 we prove that, if ~ is a hyperfactored arrangement and Co ~ ~(~)  is a 
suitable chamber, then the poset P(~,  Co) is a lattice (see Theorem 5.1). 
In Section 6 we prove that inductively factored real arrangements are hyperfactored 
(see Theorem 6.1). 
2. INDUCTIVELY FACTORED ARRANGEMENTS 
Throughout this section, ~ is assumed to be an arrangement of hyperplanes in a 
vector space V over an arbitrary field K. 
Let 11 = (111 . . . . .  Hi) be a factorization of ~ .  Let H0 E 111. Write ~ '= ~t -  {Ho}. 
Recall that H0 is distinguished if 11 induces a factorization of ~ ' ;  namely, the 
non-empty subsets ~ O ~t' form a factorization of ~t'. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 1I = (111, . . . ,  Hi) be a factorizathgn o f  ~.  Let  1to E 11, be a 
distingusihed element. Write ~ = 112 U 113 U . • • U 11t and ~"  = stno. Then: 
(1) The map 
R: ~---> sg" 
H ~--> H A Ho 
is a bijection. 
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(2) Wri te  II~' = R(G)  fo r  every  i = 2 , . . . ,  I. Then  /7"= (II~' . . . . .  1-~;) is a fac tor i za t ion  
ofs~". 
PRooF. (1) Let  H e / I1  - {Ho}. Let  L = H n H0. By Corol lary 1.2, there is an 
i • {2 , . . . ,  l} such that H~ n ~t .#O;  thus, there is a hyperplane H 'e  @ such that 
L = H '  n Ho. This shows that R is a surjective map. 
In order  to prove that R is a bijection, it suffices to show that 
I 
I~"1 = I~1 = ~ I/7,1. 
/=2 
This equality holds since 
Po in(~",  t) = ~ (Po in(~,  t) - Po in (~ ' ,  t)) 
and 
(by [22]) 
1 (1 + I/7,1 t) (1 + (I/711 1)t) I-I (1 + I~1 t) 
t .= i=2 
! 
= l-I (1 + I~1 t), 
/=2 
d ts 




(by Corol lary 1.2) 
(by definition of Poin(,~/", t)) 
(2) Choose an Li a/7; '  for every i = 2 . . . . .  I. Since R is a bijection, there is a unique 
Hi E ~ such that L i  = Hi  n Ho. Then rank of H0 n/-/2 n .  • • n Hi is I in ~(~/ )  (s ince/7  is 
a factorization), thus the rank of L2 n • • • n Lt = Ho n H~ n • • • n Ht is exactly l - 1 in 
~(~,,). 
Now, let X e ~(~") .  Assume that /-/'~ n ~ = R(Hi  n S4x) # O for i = 2 . . . . .  r and 
/-/'( n ~ = R(/Ti n ~x)  = O for i = r + 1 , . . . ,  L We have Ho E H1 n ~/x; thus /71 n 
• fx # 0 .  Moreover ,  ~ O ~x # O for i = 2 , . . . ,  r and/7 ,  n ~x  = O for i = r + 1 . . . .  , l. 
It follows, by Corol lary 1.2, that the rank of X in ~(~)  is r and, consequently,  that the 
rank of X in Ge(~f") is r - 1. Set ~x  = ~ n ~x and Y = nn~ H. We clearly have: 
(i) I-1~ n ~y  = l-I~ n ,;dx ~ ~ for  i = 2, . . . , r; 
(ii) ~ n ~ ly  = l-I~ n sdx = ~ for  i = r + l ,  . . . , l; 
(iii) X = Y N Ho. 
I f  Y¢X,  then rank(Y)  = rank(X)  - 1 = r - 1 (in ~(~¢)); thus 1/1 n ~¢~, = fD (by 
Corol lary 1.2). So, s ince /7  is a factorization of ~/, there exists an i e {2 . . . . .  r} such 
that 
In, n .~,1 = I/I,. n .~xl  = I~ 'n  ..~'~-I = 1. 
Assume that Y = X .  Then Y = X e ~(~¢')  and the rank of Y is r in GP(~') (since the 
rank of X is r in .~-,~/)). Moreover ,  ~ n ~,  = ~ O ~r  ~ O for i = 2 , . . . ,  r and 
n ~,  = ~ N ~¢v = O for i = r + 1 . . . . .  I. So, by Corol lary 1.2, (H1 - {Ho}) n ~,  
O (since H '= (H1-{Ho},H2 . . . .  , / / t )  is a factodzat ion of ,~').  It follows that 
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I//1 O ~/rl > 1 (since H~ O ~,  ___//10 ~t~, and /71 n ,~y ~ H0). Thus, by definition of a 
factorization, there exists an i • {2 . . . . .  r} such that 
In, n ~,1 = In, n ~#1 = I~ '  n ~- I  = 1. []  
Let /7= (/71 . . . . .  /-/t) be a factorization of ~.  Let H0 ~/71 be a distinguished 
hyperplane. Write ~t' = ~ - {H0} and ~" = ~t ~0. Let /7 '  denote the factorization of ~t' 
induced by ~t. Let ~ =/72 U ' - "  U/7t, let R: ~ ~t" be the bijection of Proposition 
2.1, and let/7" = (R(/72), • • •, R(/7t)) denote the factorization of ~"  induced by ~.  The 
class 5~ of inductive factorization is the smallest class of partitions of arrangements of 
hyperplanes which satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) If ~ = {H} is a singleton and H = (~), then H ~ ,~ 
(2) I f /7  = (/-/1 . . . .  ,/7t) is a factorization of ~t, the hyperplane H0 ~/71 is distinguished, 
H'  ~ ,~:, and/-/" ~ ~,  then H • ~¢~. 
We say that ~t is inductively factored if M has an inductive factorization. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M be an inductively factored arrangement. Let /7= 
(111 . . . . .  Ill) be an inductive factorization of M. Then M is free and 1/711 . . . . .  I//tl are the 
exponents of 
PROOF. We prove Proposition 2.2 by induction on the cardinality of ~.  If ~t = {H} 
is a singleton, then it is obvious. Now, assume that Proposition 2.2 holds for any 
inductively factored arrangement of cardinality <l~t I.
By definition of an inductive factorization, one may assume that there exists a 
distinguished hyperplane Ho ~//1 such that /7 '=  (171- {Ho},/72 . . . . .  /70 is an induc- 
tive factorization of ~t' =~t-{H0} and /7"= (R(/Tz) . . . .  , R (~) )  is an inductive 
factorization of ~"=~f~o. By the inductive hypothesis, ~/' is free and 1/71I- 1, 
1/721 . . . . .  I/7,1 are the exponents of •', and ~t" is free and IR(/T2)I = 1/721, •• •, In(~) l  = 
I~l are the exponents of M". It follows, by [17], that ~t is free and 1/711, 1/721 . . . . .  I~1 
are the exponents of M. [] 
3. HYPERFACTORED ~tRRANGEMENTS 
Throughout this section, ~t is assumed to be an arrangement of hyperplanes in a real 
vector space V. 
Le t /7  = (//1 . . . . .  /7/) be a factorization of ~.  Recall that the counting map of ~t with 
respect o a chamber Co • c~(~t) is the morphism ~b(/-/, Co) of ranked posets defined by 
¢(n,  Co): P(~,  C0)--+ [I/7,1] x . . .  x [I/7,1] 
C~ ( l~(C0,  C)l . . . .  , I~(Co, C)l), 
where ~(Co, C) denotes the set of hyperplanes of Hi which separate Co and C. Recall 
that the factorization H is called a hyperfactorization if there exists a chamber 
Co E c~(s~) such that q~(/7, Co) is a bijection. 
Let C • c~(~f). A wall of C is a hyperplane H • ~/such that codim(H n C) = 1, 
where C is the closure of C. We denote by ~'(C) the set of walls of C. Two chambers C
and D are adjacent if they have a common wall. We say that C is coloured if 
I~9"(C) n ~1 = 1 for all i = 1 . . . . .  l. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that M has a hyperfactorization H= (111,..., I-It). Let 
Co E qg(M) such that ¢k(/7, Co) is a bijection. A chamber C of s~ is coloured iff 
¢(/7, co)(c) ~ {0, I/-/11} ×- - -  x {0, I~1}. 
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Paoor:. Let C a ~(M). Assume that 
4)(/7, Co)(C) -- (111d,..-, I11,1, 0 , . . . ,  0). 
Let i ~ {1 , . . . ,  r}. Let Di E ~(M) such that 
4)(/7, Co)(Oi) = (I/-/11 . . . .  , I~ - , l ,  I/t,.I - 1, I11~+11 . . . . .  I/7,1, 0, . . . .  0). 
There exists only one hyperplane Hi ~ ~ which separates C and Di, and this 
hyperplane is included in ~.  So, D; is adjacent to C and Hi is a wall of C; thus 
I~'(c) n 11,1/> 1. 
Similarly, I~t/'(C) f'l 11~1 ~> 1 for all i = r + 1 , . . . ,  L 
Suppose that I~I/'(C) rl/-/~1 > 1 for some i a {1 . . . .  , r}. Pick two distinct hyperplanes 
Hi, 1t[. ~ *If(C) rl 11i. Let D i be the chamber adjacent o C and separated from C by Hi, 
and let D" be the chamber adjacent o C and separated from C by H'. We have 
4)(11, Co)(Di) = 4)(1-1, Co)(O3 = (11111 . . . . .  I~-11, I~1-  1, 1~÷11 . . . .  , I/7,1, 0 . . . .  ,0); 
thus Di = D" (since 4)(/7, Co) is a bijection) therefore Hi = Hi'. This is a contradiction. 
So, I~e'(C) rl ~1 = 1 for all i = 1 , . . . ,  r. 
Similarly, I~/'(C) rl/1;[ = 1 for all i = r + 1 , . . . ,  l. 
Now, let C be a coloured chamber. For i = 1 . . . .  , l, let Ki be the unique element of 
~¢'(C) rl ~ .  Assume that Ki separates Co and C for i = 1 . . . .  , r and that Ki does not 
separate Co and C for i = r + 1 . . . .  , L Let C1 e ~(M) such that 
4)(11, Co)(Cl) = (11111 . . . . .  I11,1, 0 . . . . .  0). 
The hyperplane Ki does not separate C and C1 for any i = 1 . . . . .  l. If C] # C, then 
there exists an H ~ ~/'(C) which separates C1 and C, but H cannot be any Ki. So, 
C1 = C. [] 
COROLLARY 3.2. Assume that ~ has a hyperfactorization 11 = (/71 . . . .  , l-ll). Then 
there are exactly 2 t coloured chambers in ~(,~). 
COaOLLAaV 3.3. Assume that s4 has a hyperfactorization 11 = (171 . . . . .  ~) .  Let 
Co E qg(s~). The counting map 4)(1-1, Co) is a bijection iff Co is coloured. 
PROOF. If 4)(/7, Co) is a bijection, then C0 is coloured (since 4)(/7, Co)(C0)= 
(0 , . . . ,  0)) .  
Assume that Co is coloured. Let C~ be a chamber of M such that 4)(/7, C6) is a 
bijection. By Proposition 3.1, one can assume that 
4)(1I, Ct)(Co) = (11111,.-., I/7,1, 0 , . . . ,  0). 
Then 4)(/7, Co) is a bijection since, for any chamber C ~ (~(~), 
4)(11, Co)(C) = (11111 - a l  . . . .  , I/7,1 - a,, a , . l , . . . ,  at) 
if 
4)(1"I, C~) (C)  = (a 1 . . . . .  ar ,  a ,+ l ,  . . . , a t ) .  [ ]  
PROPosrrIoN 3.4. Assume that ~ has a hyperfactorization 11= (11 , . . . ,  I'It). Let 
Co E ~(s~) be a coloured chamber. Then 
I 
~'(P(~, C0), t) = 1"-[ (1 + t +- ' "  + tin'l). 
i=l 
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PROOF. 
~(P(~,  Co), t) = ~,  t Is~c°'c)l 
C~'¢(.¢g) 
= E trank(a) 
a ~ [I/'/11] x""  X [I / /d] 
I 
= 1-I (1 +t+' ' "  + t'~'). 
i=l 
[] 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Assume that ~1 has a hyperfactorization 1-1 = (1-11 . . . . .  17l). Let  
Co ~ c¢(sd) be a coloured chamber. Let  C ~ c¢(~l). Write qb(17, Co)(C) = (al . . . .  , at) .  
Then: 
(1) i f  either aj = 0 or a~ = I~1, then I~r(C) t3//~1 ~< 1; 
(2) i f  a~ ~ 0 and a~ ~ I~1, then I~¢(C) N 17/I ~< 2. 
PROOF. Let H~ a ~//'(C) t~ ~.  Let D~ be the chamber adjacent o C and separated 
from C by Hi. Either 
dp(17, Co)(D,) = (al, . . . , ai-l ,  ai - 1, ai+l, . . . , at) 
or  
¢(1-1, Co) (D i )  = (al  . . . .  , a i _ l ,  a i + 1, ai+ 1 . . . . .  a l) .  
Since ~b(/-/, Co) is a bijection, there exists at most one such Di if either ai = 0 or 
a~ = 117/I, and there exist at most two such Di if a~ ~ 0 and ai ~ 117/I. [] 
COROLLARY 3.6. 
Then 
Let ~ be a hyperfactored arrangement o f  rank I. Let  C E ~(~t). 
I ~¢"(c)1 ~< 2l - 1. 
REMARK. Corollary 3.6 does not give the optimal inequality; in fact, the best one is 
I~/'(C)I ~<2(l-  1), as shown in Section 4 (see Corollary 4.3). 
4. DUAL DECOMPOSITION OF THE SPHERE INDUCED BY A HYPERFACTORED ARRANGEMENT 
Throughout his section, ~ is assumed to be an essential arrangement of hyperplanes 
in an/-dimensional real vector space V = R t. 
The hyperplanes of ~t subdivide V into facets. We denote by ~(~1) the set of all 
facets. The support JFI e ~(z~) of a facet F is the vector space spanned by F. Every 
facet is open in its support. We denote by P the closure of F in V. There is a partial 
order in ~(s~ r) defined by F ~< G if F _= G. Note that a chamber is a 0-codimensional 
facet, a face is a 1-codimensional facet, and two chambers C and D are adjacent iff they 
have a common face. 
We provide V with an arbitrary scalar product. Let $t-1 denote the unit sphere. ~t 
determines a cellular decomposition of S t-1 called the canonical decomposition of S t-~ 
induced by ~t. To a facet F ~ {0} corresponds the (open) cell A(F)= F tq S H .  Every 
cell of this decomposition has that form. 
From the canonical decomposition of St-1 we define a simplicial decomposition of 
St-~ called the barycentric subdivision of S t-~ induced by ~.  For every facet F ~ {0}, 
we fix a point to(F)e A(F). A chain {0}~F0<F~<. - .  <F,  of facets determines an 
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(open and convex) simplex S=to(F0)vto(F1)v. . .vto(F~).  Every simplex of this 
decomposition has that form. 
From the barycentric subdivision of S t-x we define a new cellular decomposition of 
St-~ called the dual decomposit ion of S t-~ induced by ~ To a facet F # {0}.corresponds 
the (open) cell A*(F) which is the union of all the simplexes S = to(Fo)v to(F1)v- . -v  
to(F~) such that {0} # F0 < F~ <-  • • < 17 and F0 = F. Every cell of this decomposition has 
that form. 
If F e o~(M) - {0}, then dim(A(F)) = dim(F) - 1 and dim(A*(F)) = codim(F). If 
C ~ c¢(s~), then ZI*(C) = to(C) is a point. 
We denote by S(M) the sphere S t-~ provided with its dual decomposition i duced by 
Fix F E ~(~t). Let X = IFI be the support of F. Let ~e(~t) = {C ~ ~(s~) I C >~ F}. Let 
Px: qg(M)~ ~(Mx) denote the map which associates to every C a ~(M) the unique 
chamber px(C)  ~ ~(Mx)  which contains C. Let ~F: c¢(Mx)---> tee(M) denote the map 
which associates to every D e ~(Mx) the unique chamber ~.F(D) ~ ~F(~I) contained in 
D. We clearly have Px ° ~F = Id~(~) and ~°px(C)  = C for every C ~ cCp(~/). 
PROmSmON 4.1. Assume that M has a hyperfactorization H = (Hx . . . .  , lilt). Let 
Co ~ qg(M) be a coloured chamber, let F a ~(M) ,  and let X = IF[ be the support o f  F. 
Write 1-lx,i = ~ A Mx for  every i = 1 . . . . .  L Assume that lix,~ ~ fD for  i = 1 . . . . .  r and 
Flxa = 0 for  i = r + 1 . . . . .  l. Write Fix = ( l ixa . . . .  , lix,~) and b x = Ilix,Jl for  i = 
1 , . . . ,  r. Then: 
(1) The map 
qb(lix, px(Co)):  ~(Mx)- -*  [b x] ×""  × [b x] 
is a bijection. In particular, Fix is a hyperfactorization o f  Sgx and px(Co)  is a coloured 
chamber. 
(2) Write 
(af , . . . ,  a~ = 4,(/1, C0)(~F °px(Co)). 
Then 
6(//,  Co): %(,~)-- ,  (af, . . . .  a~ + ([b x] X . . .  × [br x] X {0} X . . .  X {0}) 
is a bijection. 
PROOF. Let C ~ c¢(,~r) and let D e ~(~tx). Then 
~'(C, ~p(O)) = ~'(C, ~p °px(C)) tO ~e(,p °px(C), ,,(D)). 
This union is disjoint, 
and 
~e(c, ~,~ °px(C)) =_ ~t -  ~tx, 
Y(,.F opx( C), ~F(D )) = 5e(px(C), D) ~ ,dx. 
So, if D ~ ~(.ffx), then 
~b(//~ Co)(tp(a)) - ~b(H, Co)(~F °px(Co)) + (~b(Flx, px(Co) ) (V) ,  0 . . . .  ,0). (*) 
This equality shows that c~(Flx, Px(Co))  is injective (since ~¢ and ~b(/-/, Co) are 
injective). Thus, 4a(Flx, px(Co)) is a bijection since 
1 
[~(~x)[ = Poin(~Cx, 1) = I-I (1 + b x) 
i=1 
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(by [22] and Corollary 1.2). Proposition 4.1.2 is an obvious consequence of Proposition 
4,1.1 and of (*): [] 
Now, with the assumptions and notations of Proposition 4.1, set 
12F = (at, • • •, am + (]0, bX[ x . . .  x ]0, bX[ x {0} x . . ,  x {0}). 
If F = C is a chamber, then ~c  = {~b(/-/, Co)(C)}. If F = {0}, then 
~0 = a = ]0, I/-/11[ x . . .  x ]0, I/-/,1[. 
Note that, by Proposition 4.1, ~)F is the convex hull of {~b(/'/, Co)(C)[C e qgF(M)}, 
where l)p denotes the closure of I2r in R( Furthermore, ¢(1-I, Co)(C)~ f2F iff 
c ~ ~(a) .  
The main goal of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. There exists a homeomorphism p:S(M)--)M2 which sends home- 
omorphically A*(F) onto l'2rfor every F e ~(M) - {0}. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let sd be a hyperfactored arrangement. Let C e ~(sd). Then 
I~(C) l  <-2(1 - 1). 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 4.3. Let F /= (//~ . . . .  ,171) be a hyperfactorization f ~ .  Let Co 
be a coloured chamber. Assume that I/'/tl = i. Suppose there exists a chamber 
C e~( .~ such that 1')~'(C)I>2(I-I). Then, by Proposition 3.5, I°W(C)I=21-1, 
I')V(C) A ~I  = 2 for all i = i . . . .  , l - i, I~f'(C) N/-/tl = I, and 
4~(1"I, Co)(C) ~ ]0, I/-/11[ x . . .  x ]0, I~- l l [  x {0, 1}. 
Let Ht be the unique element of/-/t. The hyperplane/-/1 is a wall of C. Let D be the 
chamber adjacent to C and separated from C by Hr. Let F a ~(M) be the face common 
to C and D. Obviously, oaF(M) = {C, D}. One can assume that 
~b(/-/, Co)(C) ~ ]0, IHll[ × • • • x ]0, I~-Jl[ × {0}, 
d#(lI, Co)(O) E ]0, I/-/'a[[ x . . .  x ]0, I/-/l-11[ x {1}. 
So, 
p(A*(F)) = ~p _c ]0, I//ll[ x . . .  x ]0, I~-11[ x ]0, 1[ -- t2 
This contradicts the fact that p(A*(F)) ~_ Of~ (Theorem 4.2). [] 
We prove Theorem 4.2 by induction on the rank of M. The case rank(,~)= 1 is 
obvious. So, from now on, we assume that Theorem 4.2 holds for any hyperfactored 
arrangement of rank </.  
We assume that M is an (essential) hyperfactored arrangement of rank /, that 
H = (//1 . . . . .  /-/t) is a hyperfactorization f ~t, and that C0 e qg(~t) is a coloured 
chamber. 
The following Lemmas 4.4-4.8 are preliminary results to the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.4. There exists a continuous map p: S(M)~ R t which sends homeomorphi- 
cally A*(F) onto ~r for  every F ~ ~;(M) - {(3}. 
PROOF. Let A* be the r-skeleton of S(~). We define the restriction p,: A* ~ R t of p 
to A* by induction on r. 
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We set po(to(C))= ¢(H, Co)(C) for all C e c¢(s~). 
Assume pr- l :A*- l "~R t tO be defined. Recall that a •-cell of S(J~/) has the form 
A*(F), where F • ~(M) -{0}  and codim(F)= r. Fix such a facet F. Let X be its 
support. We assume that Hi N ~/x = 11x, i ~ 0 for i = 1 , . . . ,  r and ~ N.~tx = O for 
i=•  + 1 , . . . ,  L Write 
• ~x = {H/X [H  • sgx}, 
flx, i = {H/X ] H • fix, i} for every i = 1 , . . . ,  r, 
nx= . . , nx . , ) ,  
~o = px(Co)/X, 
~x = ]0, bX[ x . . .  × ]0, bX[ _~ R'. 
By Proposition 4.1, f /x is a hyperfactorization of Z~x and C0 is a coloured chamber. By 
the inductive hypothesis, there exists a homeomorphism/Sx: S(,~x)---> 0I)x which sends 
hom eomorphically A*(G) onto its correspondingsubset 12d of R" for every G • 
~;(~tx) -  {0}. In particular, the set {Od l~ • ~(~x) -  {0}} forms a cellular decom- 
position of 0f2x. 
Consider the map gp: Of2x ~ ag2F defined by 
F F gr (x l  . . . . .  x,) = (a f+x l ,  . . . ,  ar "~-Xr, a ,+, , . . . ,  a/F). 
Obviously, gF is a homeomorphism. Thus, the set {gF(£2d) I ~ • - fo rms a 
cellular decomposition of Ol2p. 
Let ~F(M) denote the set of facets G ~ ~(M) such that G>F.  Clearly, 
{A*(G) I G • {S}} form  a cellular decomposition of OA*(F), 
There is an isomorphism q: 3~(~x)-~ o~F(z~) of posets defined as follows. Pick a 
(~ • ~(~x) .  Let G1 • o~(Mx) such that G = G1/X. Then q(t~) is the unique facet of 
3~F(M) contained in F~. Fix a t~ e ~(S~x) - {0}. Write G = q(t~). Let t~ • ~d(.~x) and 
let C = q(~).  Clearly, t~ =px(C)/X: thus, as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, 
¢(1I,  Co)(C)  = (af,  . . . , a~ + (¢(11x,  px(Co))(px(C)), 0 , . . . ,  O) 
= (a f , . . . ,  a~ + (¢(f lx,  t~0)(t~),  0 . . . . .  0)  
= gF(¢(/2x, ~0)(~)) .  
This shows that gF sends bijectively {¢(f/x, ~0)(~)1(~ • ~¢~(Ax)} onto 
{¢(II, Co)(C)IC • ~¢a(~t)}. The set t)~ is the convex hull of {¢(f/x, t~0)(~) I ~ • 
:¢~(.~x)}, the set .f)o is the convex hull of {¢(11, Co)(C)IC • c¢o(~¢)}, and gr is an 
affine function; thus g(t)~) = ~o, and therefore g~(t2e) = ~o. So, the set {t2o [ G • 
~:e(~) - {F}} is a cellular decomposition of 012F. 
Now, the restriction of p,_l to ~gA*(F) is a continuous map p,_~: OA*(F)~ O~F which 
sends homeomorphically zI*(G) onto I2a for all G • ~(~t )  -{F}; thus it is a regular 
cellular function and a bijection, and therefore p,_~: OA*(F)~ OI2F is a homeomorph- 
ism (see [7, Ch. I, See. 4]). So, pr_~ Can be extended to A*(F) sending homeomorphi- 
cally A*(F) onto 12F. [] 
LEMMA 4.5. The map p: S(M)-~ W/s  injective. 
t~oor .  It suffices to show that, if F1, F2 • ~:(~) - {0} are such that 12F1 tq £2F, ~ O, 
then F1 = F2. 
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Let 
x = (xl . . . . .  x,) 
Assume that xi ~ Z for i = 1 . . . . .  r and xi ~ Z for i = r + 1 , . . . , / .  For t e R, we denote 
by It] the integer part of t. Let ~ be the set of chambers C ~ c¢(~/) such that 
4)(//, Co)(C) E {Ix,I, [xl] + 1} x..- x {Ix,I, [x,] + I} x {x,+,} x... x {x,}. 
Let G be the greatest facet of M such that C ~> G for all C ~ ~ (G may be {0} a priori). 
The region Dr, has the form 
OF, = (af '  . . . . .  ap)  + (11 ~ X ' "  X I~), 
where either I~ = ]0, b~F'l[ or I~ = {0}. Since x ~ DF,, we have 4}(11, Co)(C) ~ ~F, for all 
C E ~. Recall that 
= {c  I Co) (C)  &O. 
Thus, C ~> F, for all C ~ ~ and, consequently, G/> F~. In particular, G ~ {0}. Let A be 
the convex hull of {~b(/-/, Co)(C) I C E ~{}. Clearly, x e A __c l)o. If G ~ F~, then 
x E l~  ~ Or, and t)o -~ O~*'~F I (since G > F~). This is a contradiction, So, G = F~. 
Similarly, G =/:2. [] 
COROLLARY 4.6. The map p:S(~t)--~R t is a homeomorphism from S(~t) onto its 
image. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let E" be an euclidean space. Let S n-1 be the unit sphere, and let B ~ be 
the (closed) unit disk in E ~. Let X be a contractible subspace of E ~ such that 
S ~-1 c_Xc_B ~. Then X =B n. 
PROOF. Suppose that there exists an x E B n -  S n-1 such that x ¢ X. The radial 
projection B"-{x}--~S ~-~ induces a retraction r:X--~S ~-1. So, there exists an 
epimorphism r,: H,,_t(X, Z) = {0}---~ H~_I(S ~-I, Z) = Z. This is a contradiction. [] 
Note that OD is a parallelotope, and thus one may consider the facets of 0£2 
LEMMA 4.8. Let Z be a (closed) facet of 0£2 Then Z c_ p(S(~/)). 
PROOF. We prove Lemma 4.8 by induction on the dimension of 27. 
If d imZ=0,  then Z is a point included in {0,1//ll}x'"x{0,1//tl}, and thus 
Z = p(to(C)) = 4)(11, Co)(C) for some coloured chamber C (Proposition 3.1). 
Now, assume that dim Z = r> 0 and that all facets of D of dimension <r  are 
contained in p(S(M)). Assume that 
= [0, I/-/11] x . . .  x [o, In, I] x {0} x . . .  x {0}. 
Write 
~=H,+IU"""  U//t .  
Let Do ~ ~(~) be the chamber which contains Co. Note that Do is a union of facets of 
and is open. 
Assertion 1. Let F, G ~ ~;(~l) such that F < G. If F__ Do, then G ~ Do. 
Proof of  Assertion 1. Let H ~ ~. Then F and G cannot be contained into different 
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connected components of V - H (since F G G). Moreover, if G =__ H, then F _ H (since 
F < G), and this is not the case. So, G ~ Do. • 
Assertion 2. Let F, G • .~(M) such that F < G. If G _% Do, then F G L%. 
Proof of  Assertion 2. Let H • ~. then F and G cannot be contained into differ6nt 
connected components of V - H (since F ~ G). So, F ~ L) o. • 
Now, consider the barycentric subdivision of S H induced by M. Fix a simplex 
S = oJ(Fo) v o~(Fa) v . . .  v o(F,) (where {0} # Fo < F1 < ' "  < F,). 
Assertion 3. S c Do N S t-~ iff F, _ Do. 
Proof of Assertion 3. If S _ Do N S t-~, then F, A Do # O (since S _ F,); thus F, ___ Do. 
If F, _c Do, then S ~_ Do since S _= F,. • 
Assertion 4. p(S) c_ p(S(M)) i'q E iff Fo_c Do. 
Proof of  Assertion 4. Assume that p(S)cp(S(M))N27. Then p(oJ(Fo))• 27, and 
thus p(oJ(Fo)) has the form 
p(~tl(Fo) = (X l , .  . .  , Xr, 0 . . . . .  0).  
Recall that ~2Fo has the form 
a, , .  = . . . . .  ,-,p) + x . - .  x 
where either 1, .~ = ]0, b~F°l[ or I/~ = {0}. From the inclusion p(w(Fo)) ~ p(A*(Fo)) = I2ro, 
we deduce that 0Ea~°+I~ for i=r+l , . . . , l ;  thus a~=0 and lf i={0} if i=  
r+ l , . . . , / .  This shows that f2Fo_~ 27. So, if C E CaFo(M), then ~b(//, Co)(C) E sOFo~--27 
(Proposition 4.1); thus no hyperplane of ~ separates Co and C, and therefore C _ Do. 
If follows that Fo _ Do (since Do is a convex set). 
Now, assume that Fo__GDo. Then C~_Do for all C E qgFo(M)_(Assertion 1); thus 
dp(II, Co)(C) e 27 for all C E CaFo(M), and therefore sOFo - 27 (since 12to is the convex hull 
of {$(//, Co)(C) [ C • %-o(M)}). Furthermore, by definition of A*(Fo), we have S _ 
A*(Fo). So, p(S) ~_ p(A*(Fo)) = -QFo~ 27. • 
End of the proof of Lemma 4.8. Assertions 2 and 3 show that Do N S t-I is the union 
of all simplexes S = oJ(Fo)v oJ(F~)v..,  v w(F,) such that at least one F~ is contained in 
Do. Assertions 1 and 4 show that p-l(p(S(M))N27) is the union of all simplexes 
S = co(F0) v oJ(F~) v - .  • v oJ(F,) such that F~ is contained in Do for all i = 0, 1, . . . ,  s. This 
implies that DoN S H is the star of p-l(p(S(M)) N 27) in St-l; thus p-l(p(S(,ff)) f3 Z) is 
a strong deformation retract of DoN S t-a (see [15, Cor. 11, Ch. 3, Sec. 3]), and 
therefore p(S(M))A 27 is contractible (since DoNS t-~ is contractible). On the other 
hand, by the inductive hypothesis, 027 G p(S(M))N 27. So, by Lemma 4.7, p(S(M))fq 
27=27. [] 
COROLLARY 4.9. aI2 G p(S(s~)). 
PROOFOF THEOREM 4.2. Let p: S(~t)--, R t be the map defined in Lemma 4.4. p is a 
homeomorphism from S(M) onto its image (Corollary 4.6) and sends homeomorphi- 
cally A*(F) onto Dr for all F E ~:(M)-  {0} (Lemma 4,4). Furthermore, p(S(M))_  sO 
(where sO is the closure of ~Q) and 012~p(S(M)) (Corollary 4.9). Suppose that 
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p(S(.~O) # 0£2 Pick an x e S(.~) such that p(x) qt 012. Then p(S(~/) - {x}) is contrac- 
tible and 0£2_Cp(S(~ r) - {x}) _ 1"2; thus p(S(~/) - {x}) = ~ (Lemma 4.7). This cannot 
happen; otherwise, x would not have any image by p. Thus, p(S(M)) = 0£2 [] 
5. POSEr OF CHAMBERS OF A HYPERFACFORED ARRANGEMENT 
Throughout this section, M is assumed to be an (essential) arrangement of 
hyperplanes in an l-dimensional real vector space V = R t. 
The main goal of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that ~t has a hyperfactorization 1"1= (Ha , . . . ,  IIt). Let 
Co ~ ~(~)  be a coloured chamber. Then P(~t, Co) is a lattice. 
The following Lemma 5.2 is a preliminary result to the proof of Theorem 5.1. Its 
proof is inspired by the proof of [1, Lemma 3.1]. 
Let P be a poset .Let  x, y e P. We say that x covers y if x >y  and x > z ~>y implies 
z = y. In P(M, Co), a chamber C covers a chamber D iff C and D are adjacent and D is 
in the same side of H as Co, where H is the unique hyperplane of M which separates C
and D. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let P be a bounded ranked poset of  finite rank. Let a, b ~ P such that 
a <b. Assume that, for any two elements x, y ~ [a, b], i f x  and y both cover an element 
z ~ P, then the join x vy  exists in P. Then, for any two elements x, y ~ [a, b], the join 
x vy  exists in P. 
PROOF. We prove Lemma 5.2 by induction on rank(b) -  rank(a). If rank(b) -  
rank(a) = 1, then Lemma 5.2 is obvious. Assume that rank(b) - rank(a) > 1. 
Let x, y e [a, b]. If x = a, then x vy  = y. If y = a, then x vy  = x. So, we may assume 
that x #a and y #a.  Let ca, c2 e [a, b] such that cl and c2 both cover a, x ~>ca >a,  and 
y ~> c2 > a. If cl = c2 = c, then x, y ~ [c, b] _~ [a, b]; thus, by the inductive hypothesis, 
x vy  exists in P. 
Assume that cx # c2. Since cx and c2 both cover a, the join c~ v c2 exists in P. We 
have x, c1 vc2 e [cl, b] _c [a, b]; thus, by the inductive hypothesis, x v (ca vc2) exists in 
P. We have y, x V(Cl vc2)~ [c2, b] ~ [a, b]; thus, by the inductive hypothesis, d =y v 
x v (c lv  c2) exists in P, and d = x vy. [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1. We prove Theorem 5.1 by induction on the rank of M. 
Theorem 5.1 is obvious if rank(,~t) = 1. We assume that rank(~t) > 1 and that Theorem 
5.1 holds for any hypeffactored arrangement of rank <l  = rank(M). Recall that 
= ]0, I/-/11[ x . . .  x ]0, I/-/tl[. 
For a (closed) facet Z of a~, we set 
% = {c  ~ ~(~ [ 4,(II, Co) (C)  ~ z} .  
Assertion 1. Let Z be a facet of 0£2 Let Ca, C2 • ~z. If Ca and C2 both cover a 
chamber D e ~(at0, then the join Ca v C2 exists in P(a¢, Co). 
Proof of  Assertion 1. Write 
4,(1-1, Co) (O)  = (al ,  a2, a3, . . . , a3.  
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Since C~ and C2 both cover D, we may assume that 
$(II, Co)(C1) = (al + 1, a2, a3 , . . . ,  at), $(1I, C0)(C2) = (a l ,  a2 + 1, a3, • • • , at). 
Let 
Q = ]at, at + 1[ x ]a2, a2 + 1[ x {a3} x - - .  x {at}. 
$(1-1, Co)(Ct) and ~b(/-/, Co)(C2) are both included in X; thus Q Iq 27 # O, and therefore 
Q __G Z. So, by Theorem 4.2, there exists a facet F • :T(M) - {0} such that Q _ ~Qr -~ 27. 
Let X be the support of F. Note that $(II, Co)(C1) and $(/I, Co)(C2) are both included 
in Q __qI2F, thus C1, C2 e car(M ) (Proposition 4.1). By the inductive hypothesis, 
P(Mx, Px(Co)) is a lattice, thus px(C1)vpx(C2) exists in P(Mx, Px(Co)). Let E = 
,,(px(C,) vpx(C )): 
5e(Co, E) = 5f(Co, ~1: °px(Co)) U ba(px(Co), px(E)) (since E • ~r(M)) 
~_ 5e(Co, Lr *px(Co)) U 5e(px(Co), px(Cl)) (since px(Cl) <~ px(E)) 
= Se(C0, C1) (since C1 • car(M)). 
This shows that E ~> Ct. Similarly, E/> C2. Let E '•  ~(M) such that E '>>- C~ and 
E' t> C2: 
S"(Co, E') D_ 5e(Co, C1) (since C1 ~< E') 
~_ if(Co, Lr °px(Co)) (since C1 • qgr(M)). 
For j = 1, 2, 
This shows 
therefore 
It follows that 
 e(px(Co), px(e'))  =  e(Co, E') n Mx 
5•(Co, Cj) N Mx (since E' t> C~) 
= 6e(px(Co), px(Cy)). 
that px(E')>>-px(C1) and px(E')>~px(C2); thus px(E') >>-px(E), and 
9°((70, E') ~ ,~(px(Co), px(E')) ~ 5e(px(Co), px(E)). 
if(Co, E') D 5e( Co, Lr °px( Co) ) U ~(px( Co), px(E) ) 
= if(Co, E) (since E • car(M)), 
and thus E' ~> E. So, E = Ct v C2. • 
Assertion 2. Let X be a facet of 012 Let Ct, C2 • ~.  Then the join Ctv C2 exists in 
P(M, Co). 
Proof of Assertion 2. We may assume that 
27 = {bx} x . . .  x {b,} x [0, I// ,+d] x . . .  x [0, I 1], 
where, for i = 1 , . . . ,  r, either bt = 0 or bt = I//,I. Let A • ~(M) be the chamber such 
that dp(l-l, Co)(A) = (bl,. • •, b,, 0 . . . .  ,0), and let B • ~(~) be the chamber of M such 
that $(II, Co)(B) = (b l , . . . ,  b,, IH,+d,.. . ,  I/-/tl). The set ~ is equal to the interval 
[A, B] of P(M, Co). So, Assertion 2 is a direct consequence of Assertion 1 and Lemma 
5.2. • 
Assertion 3. Let 27 be a facet of al2. Let Ct, C2 • ~gz. Then the meet C1 ^  C2 exists 
in P(M, Co). 
Proof of Assertion 3. P(M, -Co) is the dual poset of P(M, Co); thus the join of C1 
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and C2 in P(~,  -Co) (which exists by A.ssertion 2) is the same chamber as the meet 
C1 A C2 in P(M, Co). • 
Assertion 4. Let C,, C2 ~ ca(M). Then the join C~ v C2 exists in P(~t, Co). 
Proof of Assertion 4. One may assume that 1/711 = 1. Write 
40(/7, Co)(C1) = (al, a2, . . . , at), 40(I-1, C0)(C2) = (a;, a~ . . . .  , at3. 
First, assume that a, = a~ = 0. Let 
Z = {0} x [0, 1/721] x . . .  x [0, I/Td]. 
We have C1, C2 e c~z; thus, by Assertion 2, CI v Cu exists in P(M, Co). 
Now, assume that aa = 1. Let 
2: = {1} x [0, I/-/21] x . . -  x [0, I~1]. 
Let A be the chamber of M such that 40(/7, Co)(A) = (1, 0 . . . . .  0), and let B be the 
chamber of M such that 40(17, Co)(B) = (1, 1/721 . . . .  , I~1) (i.e. B = -Co). Clearly, 
~z = [A, B]. Let ./A(C,, C2) be the set of chambers C e c~z such that C ~> C1 and 
C I> CE. The chamber B is included in A/(C1, C2); thus A(C1, C2) # O. If D,,/92 
./A(Ca, C2), then D1 A/92 exists in P(M, Co) (Assertion 3), D1 A D2 ~ C~" and D~ A/92 1> 
C2, and D1A D2 e [A, B] = c~z; thus DI A/92 ~ .///(Ca, CE). It follows that ~(C~, C2) has 
a smallest element 
E= A c. 
~Jx(C,.C2) 
By definition, E/> C~ and E ~> C2. Let E' e ~(M) such that E' ~> C~ and E' i> C 2. We 
have A ~< C1 ~< E' ~< B, thus E'  ~ [A, B] = ~z; therefore E'  e ~(C~, C2), and hence 
E'>~E. So, E=C1AC2 . • 
Assertion 5. Let C1, C2 e ~(M). Then the meet C~ ^  C2 exists in P(~g, Co). 
Proof of Assertion 5. P(M, -Co) is the dual poset of P(s~, Co); thus the join of C~ 
and C2 in P(M, -Co) (which exists by Assertion 4) is the same chamber as the meet 
C a A C 2 in P(M, Co). [] 
6. INDUCTIVELY FACTORED ARRANGEMENTS ARE HYPERFACTORED 
Throughout this section, M is assumed to be an (essential) arrangement 
hyperplanes in an/-dimensional real vector space V = R t. 
The main goal of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
of 
THEOREM 6.1. I f  M is an inductively factored arrangement of hyperplanes and 
/7 = (Ha,. . . , /71) is an inductive factorization of  ~, then H is a hyperfactorization. 
The following Lemmas 6.2-6.10 are preliminary results to the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
Throughout Lemmas 6.2-6.4, H = (H, , . . . , /7 t )  is assumed to be a hyperfactoriza- 
tion of M and Co E q~(M) a fixed coloured chamber. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let C e ~(,~r) such that 
40(F1, Co)(C) E ]0, I/7al[ x {0} x . . .  x {0}. 
Then [°W(C) f'l Hal = 2. 
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PROOF. Let Do • ~(M) such that ¢k(II, Co)(Do) = (I//~1, 0 . . . . .  0). The set of hyper- 
planes of M which separate Co and Do is Ha. Choose a minimal gallery 
(Co, Ca , . . . ,  CIn~I = Do) from Co to Do. Obviously, qb(II, Co)(Cj) = (j, 0 . . . . .  0) for 
every j=0,  1 . . . .  , I//11. So, since th(H, Co) is a bijection, C= Co for" some a • 
{1, . . . ,  I//11 - 1}. Let Ha be the hyperplane of M which separates Co-a and C,, and le~ 
H2 be the hyperplane of M which separates Co+a and Co. We have Ha #/ /2  and 
Ha,//2 • ~#'(C)n Ha; thus I°/¢(c)n Hal ~>2. On the other hand, by Proposition 3.5, 
I~(C)  n Hd ~<2. [] 
LEMMA 6.3. Let C • q~(M) such that 
4~(1-I, Co)(C) • ]0, I//d[ x {0} x - . .  x {0}. 
Write ~//'(C) O H1 = {Ha,/'/2}. Let Fb F2 • ,~(~) be the faces (1-codimensional f cets) of 
C having respectively 1-11 and 1-12 as support. Let G • ~(~l) be a 1-dimensional facet. I f  
G < C, then either G < F~ or G < 1:2. 
PROOF. Write ¢k(II, Co)(C) = (a, 0 . . . . .  0). Let C1 be the chamber of ~/adjacent to 
C and separated from C by HI, and let C2 be the chamber of ~ adjacent o C and 
separated from C by H2. One may assume that 4,(1I, Co)(CI) = (a - 1, 0 . . . . .  0) and 
th(H, Co)(C2) = (a + 1, 0 , . . . ,  0). The cell £2 c has the form 
O<:; = (al  c, a~ . . . . .  ag) + ( I f  x 12 C x . . .  x I9 ) ,  
where, for i=  1, 2 . . . . .  1, either 19 = {0} or 19 = ]0, b~Cl[. Moreover, since G is a 
1-dimensional facet, there is only one i • {1, 2 . . . . .  l} such that 19 = {0}. Assume that 
G < C. Then 4)(17, Co)(C) = (a, 0 . . . . .  0) • s0c (Proposition 4.1), thus a~ . . . . .  a~ = 
0. If I f  = {0}, then a~ = a and 
I2 G = (a, 0 . . . . .  0) + ({0} x ]0, b~C'[ x - - -  x ]0, b}°'[) _ D. 
This contradicts Theorem 4.2. So, I f  = ]0, b~Cl[. This implies, since (a, 0 . . . . .  0) • s0G, 
that either qb(H, Co)(CO = (a - 1, 0 . . . .  ,0) • I)G or qb(l-l, Co)(Cz) = (a + 
1, 0 . . . . .  0) • x0c; thus either G < C~ or G < C2 (Proposition 4.1), and therefore ither 
G < Fa o r G < F2. [] 
LEMMA 6.4. Let C, D • c~(M) such that 
oh(H, Co)(C) = (aa, a2 . . . . .  a,), ok(I-l, Co)(D) = (al + 1, a2 . . . . .  at). 
Let F be the greatest facet of ~ such that F < C and F < D. Let X be the support of F. 
Then Illl n s~xl = 1, and, for i = 2 . . . . .  l, either II-l~ n Mxl >~ 2 or ~ n ~l x = f~. 
PROOF. We prove Lemma 6.4 by induction on the rank of ~.  
First, suppose that F ~ {0}. Assume that Hi O ~tx ~ O for i = 2 , . . . ,  r and ~ O ~x = 
O for i = r + 1 , . . . , / .  There exists at least one H e/ /1  which separates C and D, and 
such an H has to contain X; thus Ha O ~/x #0.  Write qb(IIx, Px(Co))(px(C))= 
(xa, x2 . . . . .  x,). We have C, D e ~r(~t); thus, as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, 
4,(/-/, C0)(C) = (af, af, . . . .  a~ + (qb(l-lx, px(Co))(px(C)), 0 . . . . .  0), 
d)(lI, Co)(D) = (a~, aF, . . . , a~ + (d~(FIx, px(Co))(px(D)), 0 . . . . .  0); 
therefore dp(IIx, px(Co))(px(D)) = (xa + 1, x2 . . . . .  xr). Moreover, the greatest facet 
G • ~-(~¢x) such that G<px(C)  and G <px(D)  is G =X. So, by the inductive 
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hypothesis applied to Sdx, Px(C) and px(D), we have Ifir~ n ~xl = 1, I/-/~ n ~xl  I>2 for 
all i = 2 , . . . ,  r, and ~ O ~tx = ~ for all i = • + 1 . . . . .  /. 
Now, assume that F = {0}. In that case, X = {0} and Mx = ~.  Write 
](7, D[ = ]az, az + 1[ × {a2} x . . .  x {al}. 
Suppose that ]C,D[~al2 Then there exists a facet G E ~(M)--{0} such that 
]C, D[_~ D.~ (Theorem 4.2). It follows that 4,(II, Co)(C) e ff2~ and 4,(17, Co)(D) E ff2~; 
thus G < C and G <D (Proposition 4.1), and therefore {0} ~ G < F. This contradicts 
the hypothesis F={0}. So, ]C,D[Y~0t2 Thus, IH~I=I, a~ =0, and, for i=2  . . . .  ,l, 
a~ • ]0, I~1[. This shows that Ifird = I/-/~ n ~/xl = 1 and, for i = 2 , . . . ,  1, I~1 = I//, n 
,.~xl >~ 2. [] 
Throughout Lemmas 6.5-6.10, we fix the following assumptions and notations: 
(1) fir --- (/-/1, I/2 . . . . .  HI) is an inductive factorization of M. 
(2) Ho • / /1  is a distinguished hyperplane. 
(3) f ir '= (fir1- {H0}, I-/2 . . . .  , firt) is an inductive factorization of ~t '= ~-  {Ho}. In 
particular, we assume that fir1 - {Ho} # O. 
(4) ,~"= ~¢no. 
(5) ~=f i r2U ' " "  U/-/t, and R: ~¢"  (H,->HAHo) is the bijection of Proposition 
2.1. 
(6) fir" = (fir~',...,/-/~l') = (R( / - /2 )  . . . .  , R(/-/i)) is an inductive factorization of M". 
(7) Theorem 6.1 holds for ~t' and ~t", namely, fir' and H" are both hyperfactorizations. 
(8) C~ is a fixed coloured chamber of ~t'. 
Let C' be a coloured chamber of ~t'. Let C" e ~(M"). Let L~, . . . ,  Lr be the walls of 
C". For j = 1 . . . . .  r, let K~ be the unique hyperplane of ~ such that Lj = Kj O Ho. We 
say that C" is minimal with respect o C' if Kj does not separate C' and C" for any 
j= l  . . . . .  r. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let C" be a coloured chambe• of M". Then C" is minimal with respect o 
exactly two coloured chambers Cj and C~ of M'. Moreover, the set of hyperplanes of ~t' 
which separate C~ and C~ is 111 - {H0}. 
PROOF. Let L~ be the unique element of ~V(C') O 1"~' (i = 2 , . . . ,  1). Let K~ be the 
unique hyperplane of ~ such that L, = K, n Ho (i = 2 , . . . ,  l). Assume that K~ separates 
C6 and C" for i = 2 . . . . .  • and K/does not separate C~ and C" for i = • + 1 . . . . .  /. Let 
C[, C~ • ~g(M') such that 
4,(fir', c6)(c~) -- (0, Ifir21,..., Ifirrl, 0 . . . .  ,0), 
4,(fir', c~)(c~) = (I/-/al- 1, IH21,..., IHrl, 0 , . . . ,  0). 
Then C{ and C~ are both coloured (Proposition 3.1), C" is minimal with respect o C{ 
and to C~, the chamber C" is not minimal with respect o another coloured chamber of 
~t', and the set of hyperplanes of ~t' which separate Cj and C~ is//1 - {I/o}. [] 
LFMMA 6.6. Let C" e c¢(~,). I f  there exists a coloured chamber C' E ~(~t') such that 
C" is minimal with respect o C', then C" is coloured. 
PROOF. We assume that C' = (76. In order to prove Lemma 6.6, it suffices to show 
that I*/¢'(C")N//~/I ~< 1 for all i = 2 . . . .  , l; indeed, C" has at least rank(~t") walls and 
rank(M") = l - 1. 
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- -  - -D ' - -F~ - -E ' - -  --Ho 
FIGURE 4 
Let i E {2 . . . . .  l}. Let L E °it '(C") n/-/~,.'. Let K be the unique hyperplane of Hi such 
that L = K n Ho. Let D'  be the chamber of ~/' such that C" = D '  n Ho. Write 
q~(H' ,  C~) (D ' )  = (a l ,  a2, . . . , at). 
Le t  E '  be the chamber of ~¢' such that 
4~(H' ,  C~) (E ' )  = (a l ,  a2, . . . , a i -a ,  ai + 1, ai+l,  . . . , at). 
We prove that K separates D'  and E' and there is no other hyperplane in ~ which 
separates D'  and E'.  This shows that K is unique if it exists and, consequently, that 
I~(C") n/-/~]l ~< 1. 
Let F be the face of C" having L as support. Let 
~;={H ~ ~¢'IH=_L}. 
If M~ = {K}, then D' and E' are adjacent chambers and K is the unique hyperplane 
of ~¢' which separates D'  and E' (see Figure 4). 
Assume that ~¢~. # {K}. Then F is a 2-codimensional facet of ~ ' .  Write 
M~. = {K, H , , . . . ,  H,,_~}, 
and 
C£V(g') = {A' E q (~ ' )  [ A' > F} = {A; , . . . ,  A~,}, 
placed as in Figure 5 and such that D '=Aj '  o for some ]o e{1 , . . . ,m}.  For j=  
1 . . . . .  m - 1, we have Hj n Ho = K n Ho = L; thus ~ E /I1 -- {Ho} (since R: ~3--* ~¢" is a 
bijection). Let k E {1 . . . .  ,2m} such that 
15e(C3, A~,)I = rain 15e(C~, a/)l. 
1 =~j==2m 
Hm-I 
- -D - -  - -  - -  H o 
Hj K 
FIGURE 5 
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(Recall that, if A', B'  E ~(M'), then ,9'(A', B ' )  denotes the set of hyperplanes of M' 
which separate A' and B'.)  Since D '  - '  Ajo is in the same side of K as C6 ~ {1 . . . .  m }, 
we have k ~ {1 , . . . ,  m}. If k # 1 and k #m,  then A~, is in the same side of Hk-1 as Cfi, 
and A~, is in the same side of Hk as Cfi; thus 
6 ( / / ' ,  C~)(A~,_,) = 6( / / ' ,  C~)(A~,+,) = 6(/-/', C6)(A~,) + (1, 0 , . . . ,  0). 
This is a contradiction. So, either k = 1 or k = m (say, k = 1). We have E' = A2,,,-jo+~: " 
indeed, 
¢k(l'l', C~)(A~_~o+~) = ¢k(II', C6)(AI) + (Jo - 1, 0 . . . . .  O, 1, 0 , . . . ,  O) 
= ¢, (n ' ,  c '  ' o)(Ajo) + (0, 0 . . . . .  0, 1, 0 . . . . .  0) 
= (a,, a2 , . . . ,  ai-i, ai + 1, ai+ 1 . . . .  , at). 
So, if H ~ M' separates D'  and E' ,  then H ~ M[ = {K, H , , . . . ,  H,,,_~}. It follows that K 
is the unqiue hyperplane of ~ which separates D'  and E'. [] 
LEMMA 6.7. Let C' be a coloured chamber o f  M'. Then there exists a unique 
coloured chamber C" of  ~"  which is minimal with respect o C'. 
PROOF. Let Coul(M') be the set of coloured chambers of M', and let Coul(~") be 
the set of coloured chambers of ~". Let ~ be the equivalence relation on Coul(M') 
defined by C~-  C~ if the set of hyperplanes of M' which separate C~ and C~ is 
/-/1-{H0}. Let f :Coul(M")--->Coul(M')/-  be the map which associates to each 
C" E Coul(~") the class formed by the two chambers C{, C~ E Coul(M') such that C" is 
minimal with respect o C~ and to C~ (Lemma 6.5). Since 
ICoul(~t")l = ICoul(M')/- I  = 2 H 
(Corollary 3.2), in order to prove Lemma 6.7, it suffices to show that f is a surjective 
map. 
Let C' E Coul(M') (say, C' = (76). For C" E ~(M") and i ~ {2 , . . . ,  l}, we denote by 
~(C~, C") the set of hyperplanes of ~ which separate C~ and C". Let 
~": ~(s¢')---, [I/-/21] x . . .  x [In, I] 
c",-->(l~(C~, c")l,..., Ib1(c~, c")l). 
Recall that [I/-/21] x- . -  x [I/-/A] is partially ordered by 
(a2 ,  • • • , at) ~< (b2 ,  • • • , bt) if a2 ~< b2, • • • , at ~< by 
Pick a C" ~ ~(M") such that ff"(C") is minimal. Write ~b"(C") = (a2,. • •, at). Let L be a 
wall of C". Let i E {2 . . . . .  l} such that L ~ I/7- Let K be the unique hyperplane of 
such that L = K Iq Ho. Let D" be the chamber of M" adjacent o C" and separated from 
C" by  L .  I f  K separates  (76 and  C",  then 
~b"(D") = (a2, • • •, ai-,, ai - 1, ai+, . . . . .  al). 
This contradicts the minimality of dp"(C"). So, C" is minimal with respect o C~ and is 
coloured (Lemma 6.6): thus f (C")  is the class in Cou l (M ' ) / -  which contains C' = C~. 
[] 
LEMMA 6.8. Let C~ be the unique coloured chamber o f  M" which is minimal with 
respect o C~. There is no hyperplane in ~ which separates C~ and C~. 
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ProoF. Let K • ~. Let K + be the half-space of V bordered by K and containing 
C6. Let L = K n Ho and let L ÷ = K ÷ O Ho. Let 
4,": ~¢(~t")---, [11721] x . . .  x [1~1] 
c" ~(Ib~2(c~, C") l , . . . ,  I~(C~, C")l) 
be the map defined in the proof of Lemma 6.7. Pick a C" • c¢(~t") contained in L + and 
such that ¢"(C") is minimal among the chambers of z~" contained in L +. Write 
d~"(C") = (a2 , . . . ,  at). Let L'  be a wall of C". Let i • {2,. . . ,  l} such that L' • IT/. Let 
K' be the hyperplane of //,. such that L '=  K 'A  Ho. Let D" be the chamber of ~" 
adjacent to C" and separated from C" by L'. If K' separates C~ and C", then 
qb"(D") = (a 2 . . . . .  a i_ l ,  a i - 1, a~+a, . . . , at ) .  
Moreover, K does not separate C~ and C"; thus K ~ K', and therefore D"~ L ÷. This 
contradicts the minimality of ¢"(C'). So, C" is minimal with respect to C~ and, 
consequently, C"= C~ is the unique coloured chamber of ~" which is minimal with 
respect o C~ (Lemma 6.7). This shows that K does not separate C~ and C~. [] 
LEMMA 6.9. Let (a2 . . . . .  at) • [11721] x . . .  x [117gl]- There exists a unique chamber 
C' • ~(~1') such that C' nHo~O and 
¢(17', c~) (c ' )  • [117,1- 1] x {a2} x . . .  x {a,}. 
PROOF. 
to C~. Let C" • ~(~") such that 
¢(n",  c 'd)(c")  = (a2 . . . . .  a,). 
Let C' • ~(~' )  such that C" = C' O Ho. Then, by Lemma 6.8, 
6(17', C6)(C') e [117,1- 1] x {a2} × ' ' "  X {at}. 
Now, let C{ and C~ be two chambers of ~ '  such that C] n Ho ~ O (] = 1, 2) and 
6(1-I', c6)(Cj3 • [I//11- 1] x {a2} x . - -  x {at} (j = 1, 2). 
Write C~' = C; o Ho and C~ = C~ n Ho. Then, by Lemma 6.8, 
4,(17% c~)(c7) = 4,(17% c~)(c~) = (a2 . . . .  , a,); 
thus C~' = C[, and therefore C{ = C~. 
Let C~ be the unique coloured chamber of M" which is minimal with respect 
[] 
Let D~e ~(~' )  such that q~(FI', C~)(D~)= (11711-1,0,.. .  ,0). By Lemma 6.9, 
replacing C6 by D6 if necessary, we may assume that C~ = C0 is a coloured chamber of 
~t. If D6 n H0 --- 0 ,  then D~ = Do is a chamber of ~ If D~ n Ho ~ 0,  then we denote by 
Do the chamber of z~ contained in D~ and separated from Co by H0. 
LEMMA 6.10. ~(Co, Do) =//1. 
ProoF. If D~ O H0 ~ 0,  then, by definition of Do, the hyperplane Ho separates Co 
and Do; thus, 
St(Co, Do) = St(C6, D~) U {Ho} = 17~. 
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Now, assume that D~N Ho = O. By Lemma 6.9, there exists a unique chamber 
C' E qg(~t') such that C' NHo~O and 
,¢~(//', C6)(C') ~ [I//11 - 1] x {0} x . . .  x {0}. 
Write q~(//', C~) (C ' )= (a, 0 . . . .  ,0). By the starting hypothesis, we have a #0 and 
a # I//11 - 1 (since C' # C~ and C' # D~). Let (C~, C I , . . . ,  Cl'n,l_l = D~) be a minimal 
gallery of ~ '  from C~ to D~. We have 4~(F/', C~)(Cjg= (j, 0 , . . . ,  0) for j=  
0, 1 , . . . ,  I//11 - 1 and C' = C~'. Let/-/1 be the hyperplane of / /1 - {Ho} which separates 
C'-1 and C~', and let/ /2 be the hyperplane of / /1 -{Ho} which separates C~+1 and C~. 
Let F~ and F2 be the faces of C' having, respectively, H1 and HE as support. There are 
exactly two chambers B1 and B2 of ~ contained in C'. Clearly, B1 and B2 are adjacent 
and separated by Ho. 
We have Ho n F~ = O. If not, there exists a point x e Ho n F~ ___/-/1 n Ho. Since H is a 
factorization, there exists a K ~ ~ such that K O/-/1 = Hon/-/1. It follows that 
x ~ K n/-/1 and, consequently, that F~ _~ K U/-/1. This contradicts the fact that/-/i is the 
support of F~. 
Therefore, either F~ ~/~1 or F~ ~/~2. Similarly, either F2 ~/~1 or F2 ~/~2. 
Let F be the face of ~ common to B1 and B2. Pick a 1-dimensional faceI G of .~ such 
that G tq F -- O and G < B1. Since G is a half-line and the support of G is included in 
~(~' )  (since G ~ Ho), G is also a facet of ~ ' .  Furthermore, G ~ J~l ~ C'; thus G < C' 
(in ~(~t')). By Lemma 6.3, either G <F~ or G <F~ (say, G < F~). We cannot have 
F~ _/~2; otherwise, G ~ ~ __q/~2 and G __q/~1 imply that G __q/~1 tq B2 = F, and this 
contradicts our hypothesis that G tq F = O. It follows that F~ ~/~l- 
Therefore, we may assume that F~_~/]1 and F~_~/]~. By Lemma 6.9, C]=Cj  is a 
chamber of ~ if j ~ a. The face F~ ~ ~(~t') is also a face of ~ (since F~ tq Ho = O) and 
is common to C~-1 and B1. The face F2 a ~(~' )  is also a face of ~t (since F2 tq H0 = O) 
and is common to Ca+l and B2. The sequence (Co, C1 , . . . ,C~-1 ,  B1, B2, 
C~+1, . . . ,  Cin, l-i =Do) is a gallery which crosses once each element of //1 (H0 
included); thus it is a minimal gallery of M from Co to Do and ,9'(Co, Do) =//1.  [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1. We prove Theorem 6.1 by induction on the cardinality of 
~t. We assume that any inductive factorization of an arrangement of cardinality <l~[ is 
a hyperfactorization. By definition of an inductive factorization, we may assume that 
there exists a distinguished hyperplane H0 e H1 such that /-/ induces an inductive 
factorization of ~t '=  ~t -  {Ho} and H induces an inductive factorization of .d"= ~no. 
The case/I1 - {Ho} = O can be proved in a similar way as the case//1 - {H0} ~ 0 ;  thus 
we may fix the assumptions and notations of Lemmas 6.5-6.10. 
As in Lemma 6.10, we assume that C6 = Co is a coloured chamber of M. We prove 
that 4~(H, Co) :~( .~t )~[ I / / l l ]×" .  x[ l~l ]  is a bijection. It suttices to show that 
~b(H, Co) is injective: indeed, by Corollary 1.2 and by [22], 
1 
I~¢(~)1 = Poin(~, 1) = I-I (1 + I//~1). 
Let C, D e ~(-~0 such that ¢h(H, Co)(C)  = ch(FI, Co)(D)  = (al ,  a2 . . . . .  at). Let C' be 
the chamber of ~t' containing C, and let D'  be the chamber of ~ '  containing D. 
Either ¢~(H', C~)(C' )  = (al - 1, a2 . . . . .  at) or ~b(//', C~)(C')  = (al,  a2 . . . . .  at), and 
either qb(H', C~)(D ' )  - (al - 1, a2 . . . .  , at) or d~(//', C~)(D' )  = (al, a2 . . . .  , at). 
Case 1: c~(// ' ,  C~)(C' )  = q~(//', C~)(D ' )  = (al - 1, a2 . . . .  , at). 
Then C' = D'  (since 4~(//', C~) is a bijection). If C' tq Ho = O, then C' is a chamber 
of ~;  thus C=D = C'  =D' .  I f  C '  nHo~O,  then C' contains exactly two chambers 





Ct and C2 of M, and ~b(//, Co) (C1)=(a l - l ,  a2 . . . . .  al) and ~b(//,Co)(C2) =
(a l ,  a2 . . . .  , at); thus C = D = C2. 
Case 2: d?(II', C~)(C' )  = (al - 1, a2 . . . . .  at) and ch(lI ' ,  C~)(D' )  = (a~, a2 . . . . .  at). 
There exists a hyperplane Ha • / /2  - {Ho} such that/-/1 does not separate C~ and C' 
and //1 separates C~ and D'.  On the other hand, Ho separates Co and C (since 
~(//,  Co)(C) = ~b(H', C6)(C')+(1,  0 . . . . .  0)) and Ho does not separate Co and D 
(since dp(H, Co) (D)  = ck(I I ' ,  C~)(D')). Let Do • c~(M), as defined in Lemma 6.10.'Both 
Ho and H1 separate Co and Do by Lemma 6.10 (see Figure 6). 
Pick a point Po • Co and a point qo • Do. Let [Po, qo] be the segment joining Po to qo. 
Since H is a factorization and Ho,/-/1 • HI, there exists a K • ~ such that K _ Ho N H~. 
Let To be the chamber of ~3 containing Co. We have Co, Do_  To; thus [Po, qo] _c To 
(since To is a convex set), and therefore K N [Po, qo] = 0.  It follows that K separates C
and D (see Figure 6). 
Let F be the greatest facet of M' common to C' and D'.  Let X be the support of F. 
By Lemma 6.4, we may assume that [H~ N M~,[ = 1, that [//~ N Mj¢[ t>2 for i = 2 . . . . .  r, 
and that H/A M~ = O for i = r + 1 . . . . .  I. Both /41 and K separate C' and D'  (since 
they separate C and D), thus F _~//1 fq K, and therefore X _/ /1 tq K _/4o. This shows 
that Ho • ~¢x. So, 
IH, N Mxl = I(//, tq Mjc) t3 {no}l = 2, 
IlI, C l~tx i= l l I jn~t~l>>-2  i f i=2  . . . . .  r, 
I - l~f~Mx=l- l ,  tqM~v=O i f i=r+l  . . . . .  I. 
This contradicts the fact that H is a factorization. So, Case 2 cannot hold. 
Case 3: dp(H', C~)(C' )  = rk(H' ,  C~)(D ' )  = (al, a2 . . . .  , a,). 
Then C' = D'  (since 4~(H', C~) is a bijection). If C' N Ho = O, then C' is a chamber 
of ~t; thus C = D = C' = D'. If C' f'l/4o # O, then C' contains exactly two chambers Ca 
and C2 of ~¢, and rk(1-l, Co)(C1) = (al, a2 , . . . ,  at) and 4~(II, C0)(C2) = (al + 
1, a2, • • . ,  at); thus C = D = C1. [] 
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